
HMI between human and computer (HCI)

Purpose, work, business 
to be accomplished

Cognitive interface
- Easy to understand
- Easy to learn

Physical interface
- Easy to see
- Easy to input

HMI

Display

Speech

Speech

Operation



Fit

Task Computer

Human:
Physiological, cognitive, affective

Affect, as well as physiology and cognition, 
impacts both performance and well-being.

Performance
Well-being



Large capacity, Precise
Retrieval by location

Small capacity, Error-prone
AssociationMemoryMemory

Good at simple repetition
Efficiency is increased by 
improving algorithms

Not good at simple repetition
Capacity is increased by motivationOthersOthers

Fast, Precise
Constant efficiency

Slow, Error-prone
Efficiency reduction by continuous 
work

ComputationComputation

Deductive
Understanding of meaning by 
algorithms

Inductive
Good at grasping general meaningThinkingThinking

ComputerComputerHumanHumanItems
Information processing capacity of human and computerInformation processing capacity of human and computer



Keywords to understand humans

Cognitive Engineering

Human Engineering

Cognitive characteristics

Emotional characteristics

Physiological characteristics

Physical characteristics

・Understandability

・ Learnability

・ Pleasure

・ Desirable

・ Joy

・Eye resolution

・Body shape

・Motor skill

・Easy to distinguish 

・Easy to handle

・Easy to hold

Cognitive aspect

Physical aspect



Examples of measuring items for usability

Number of favorable/unfavorable user comments
Number of users preferring the system
Number of times the user found problems during a task
Number of times the user was satisfied or unsatisfied

Satisfaction

Time to complete a task
Ratio of completed tasks per unit time
Time spent in errors
Number or ratio of errors
Number or ratio of getting lost
Number of commands used 
Number of commands not used
Frequency of help and document use
Time spent in help and document use

Efficiency

Task completion ratio
Ratio of successful and unsuccessful works
Number of repetitions of unsuccessful commands
Number of successes and failures
Number of times that the user was mislead
Number of backtracks
Number of times that user was interrupted
Number of times that user lost control of the system

Effect

ItemsIndexes



Outline of human information process

Input information

Input ‘Y’ if 
it is correct

Cognitive 
process for 
the input 

information

Output
production 

process

Thinking

Learning
Memory

C
ognitive Process



22--layer memory modellayer memory model

Emotional systemEmotional system

Memory control systemMemory control system

Cognitive 
information

storage

Cognitive 
information

storage

Response productionResponse production

Short-term 
memory
storage

Short-term 
memory
storage

To hand/finger

Rehearsal

Long-term 
memory
storage

Long-term 
memory
storage



Mental model and design model

System Image

Design model

DesignerUser

Mental model

Design a system image based on 
a design model in mind 

Work on the system based 
on a mental model in mind 

System

Make/revise a mental model 
based on responses of the system



The expanded fit between human, task and computer in the work context.

Work

Environment

Workspace

Fit
Performance
and
Well-being

Task Computer

Human



Norman’s seven-stage model of user activity.

Goals

Evaluation

Perception

Interpretation

Intentions

Action
specification

Execution

Physical
activity



7- stage model of interaction

Physical world

Goals

Prediction

Action specification
Interpretation

Execution Perception

Intentions Evaluation

Mental world



（Gulf of action and gulf of evaluation can be expressed as ‘semantic distance’ which represents 
the correspondence between the user’s intention and the expressed meaning of interface 
language, and ‘formal distance’ which represents the correspondence between the expressed 
meaning of interface language and actual phenomena）

Physical world

Physical state of 
the system

User’s goals
Prediction

Mental world

7-stage model of behavior

Execution

Action 
specification

Form intentions

Gulf of action

Evaluation

Interpretation

Perception

Semantic 
distanceFormal 

distance

Gulf of evaluation



A flowchart for building GOMS (Goals, Operators, Methods, and 
Selection rules)

Start

Choose top
level goals

Draft operators 
and methods for 
each goal

Select methods

Check for
goal attainment

Further
refinement
needed?

Stop

Yes
No

Repeat
until
satisfied



From occurrence of human errors to development to accident

Situational factor

Personal factor

Stress factor

Preventing methods
（Level 1）

Preventing methods
（Level ２）

Preventing methods
（Level ３）

Occurrence of human errors Leading to accident

Human Error Accident/Disaster



Skill-base actions

Goal

Rule-base actions Knowledge-base
actions

Slip Mistake

Time/space 
information

Cognitive 
Information

Feature
extraction
Feature

extraction

Operation

Automated 
sensation-
operation
patterns

Automated 
sensation-
operation
patterns

Stored task 
rules

Stored task 
rules

State-task 
matching

State-task 
matching

State 
recognition

State 
recognition

Process 
planning

Process 
planning

Task 
decision

Task 
decision

Problem
definition
Problem
definition

Hierarchical cognition model by Hierarchical cognition model by RusmussenRusmussen



Rasmussen’s 3 level human behavior control model 

Decision,
Task selection PlanningProblem 

definition

Knowledge-base  
actions

Skill-base 
actions

Rule-base 
actions Stored task 

rules
State-task
matchingRecognition

Feature
extraction

Automated
sensation-
operation patterns

Sensation  
input

Signal Action

（Sign）

Sign

Symbol

Goal



Reason’s GEMS model

OK ?

Familiar with 
the pattern ?

Routine actions under 
familiar circumstances

Check whether progress is made

Yes

NoSkill base (slip) Yes

Goal

Knowledge base 
(mistake)

Rule base
(mistake)

Problems Problems 
solved ?

No

Examine local 
state information

No

Yes
Apply 
memorized rules 
( If/Then)

Examine abstract 
relationship between 
structure and 
functions

Apply diagnostic 
deduction and  restored 
behavior

OK ?

Next trial

Yes



Performance influential factor
Subjective goal and intention
Mental load and resource
Emotional factor

State factor
Task characteristics
Physical environment
Working time 
characteristics

Versatile description of phenomena Including Versatile description of phenomena Including HEHE

How ?

What ?

Task
Equipment design
Process design
Production
Installation
Inspection
Drive
Examination and 
adjustment of the scale
Maintenance/repair
Supply
Administration
Management

Mechanism of human 
functional disorder
Identification
Stick to stereo types
Experienced short-cut 
Take over stereo types
Oversight experienced pattern
Input information processing
Cannot get information
Mis-interpretation
Assumption
Recall
Forgetting independent items
Selection error
Other incorrect memory
Deduction
Ignoring conditions
Ignoring side-effect

Inner human 
functional event

Detection
Decision
Select goal
Attain goal
Select task
Behavior
Operation process 
Carry out operation
Information 
transmission

Outer mode of 
functional disorder
No action of 
prescribed task
Omission of action
Inaccurate motion
Timing error
Carry out wrong 
motion
Hiding path：
Coincidence of 
plural phenomena 
and errors 

Cause of human 
functional disorder

Why ?

Outer event
Events which distract 
attention
Excessive task requirement
Ability, time, knowledge,etc.
Incompetence of operators
diseases, etc.
Human essential 
fluctuation



長期記憶（LTM)

作業記憶（WM)または短期記憶（STM)

聴覚イメージ貯蔵庫
（AIS)

視覚イメージ貯蔵庫
（VIS)
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Model human processor by Card et al. [Card et al. 1983]

[ ] sec70070230 m～眼球運動 =
運動プロセッサ

[ ] sec1003070 mM ～=τ

知覚プロセッサ

[ ] sec20050100 mP ～=τ

認知プロセッサ
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：処理の周期時間
：表象コード
：減衰時間
：保持容量
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